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Abstract 
We examine dge transitivity of directed graphs. The class of local comparability graphs is 
defined as the underlying raphs of locally edge transitive digraphs. The latter generalize dge 
transitive orientations, while local comparability graphs include comparability, anti- 
comparability, and circle graphs. Recognizing local comparability graphs is NP-complete, 
however, they are differences of comparability graphs. The concept of dimension is defined so as 
to generalize that of an edge transitive digraph. Connected proper interval graphs are charac- 
terized as exactly the class of local comparability graphs of dimension one. Finally, a new 
characterization f circle graphs is given also in terms of edge transitivity. 
I. Introduction 
We examine a special orientation of an undirected graph, called locally edge 
transitive, a generalization of edge transitive orientation. For simplicity, we write 
instead, locally transitive and transitive orientation, respectively. The graphs admit- 
ting such an orientation form the class of local comparability graphs. They include 
comparability, anti-comparability and circle graphs. As a motivation, we mention 
that the problems of finding the maximum clique and counting the number of 
maximal and maximum cliques of a local comparability graph can be solved in 
polynomial time, given a locally transitive orientation of it [14]. Clearly, in general 
finding a maximum clique is NP-hard [3] while the enumeration problem is 
# P-complete [16]. It is worth noting that the number of maximum cliques of a local 
comparability graph can grow exponentially with the number of vertices. In fact, the 
examples of Moon and Moser [9] of graphs having a maximum (exponential) number 
of maximum cliques are circle graphs. 
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Section 2 introduces local comparability graphs. Section 3 examines dimension 
of a local comparability graph and characterizes proper interval graphs as exactly 
the local comparability graphs of dimension one. Known characterizations of
proper interval graphs include those of Duchet [4], Fishburn [5] and Roberts [13]. 
Section 4 describes a characterization f circle graphs, in terms of transitivity rela- 
tions. It is an extension of the necessary condition of Reed et al. [12]. Characteriza- 
tions of circle graphs have been described by Bouchet [2], Fournier [6], Gabor et al. 
[7] and Naji [10]. Those of [2, 7, 10] correspond to polynomial-time algorithms for 
the recognition problem of circle graphs, while [6] and that presently proposed seem 
not so. The last section contains ome open questions related to this work. 
G denotes a simple undirected graph with vertices V(G)= {vl . . . . .  v.} and edge set 
E(G). Let G1 and G2 be two graphs sharing a common vertex set. The difference 
G1-G2 is the graph having the same vertices as G1 and G2 and the edges of 
E(G1)-E(G2). Let 2 be an acyclic orientation of G, and vl, vj~V(G). The edges of 
G and 2 are denoted by vi,vj~E(G) and (v, vj)~E(2), respectively. If 2 contains 
a vl-- vj path then vi is an ancestor of vj, and vj a descendant of vl. Denote by (v ,  v j )  the 
subset of vertices imultaneously descendants of vi and ancestors of vj in 2. When 
necessary write instead (vi, vj)e .A vertex vi is afar ancestor of vj if 2 contains a vl - vj 
path of length > 1. 2 is transitive (anti-transitive), when vl being a far ancestor of 
vj implies (vi, vj)~E(2) ((vl,vj)¢ E(G)). G is a comparability (anti-comparability) 
graph when it admits a transitive (anti-transitive) orientation. Let E'(2) be the subset 
of ordered pairs (vl, vj), such that v~ is a far ancestor of vj in G. The transitive 
closure (Hasse diagram) of 2 is the digraph with vertex set V(G) and edge set 
E(G) w E'(2)(E((;)--E'(G)). 
Let 2, L be acyclic transitive digraphs. /~ is a linear extension of 2 when 
V(G)= V(L), E(2)=E([~) and L, contains a Hamilton path. Let L1 . . . . .  Lk be linear 
extensions of 2. The dimension (dim) of 2 is the least integer k such that 
E(L 1) c~ ... c~ E(Lk)= E(2). If 21, G2 are transitive orientations of the same compara- 
bility graph G then dim G1 =dim G2 [15, 8]. Define dimension of G as equal that of 
a transitive orientation of it. 
Let S be a family of non-empty subsets of some set. The intersection graph ~(S) is the 
one having vertex set S and edges SiSj whenever S in  Sj # O, for all SI, Sj~S, i #j .  The 
overlap graph of S, denoted fl(S), has again vertex set S and edges SiSj whenever 
Si ~ Sj # 0 and Si neither contains nor is contained in S t. Suppose S is a set of 
intervals of a real line L. Then ~(S) is called an interval graph, while fl(S) is a circle 
graph. The overlap graphs of the intervals of a line coincide with the intersection 
graphs of the chords of a circle. If no interval of S properly contains another then 
~(S)=fl(S) and the graph is called proper interval. In any case, we refer to S as an 
interval representation for ~(S) or fl(S). Each interval SItS corresponds to a vertex vi of 
~(S) or fl(S) and is represented as[vl, v~'], where v~ and v[' are the extreme points which 
determine Si in L. Denote by s(v~) and s(vi') the distances from v~ and v~', respectively 
to some fixed origin, located in L at the left of the first interval. Then s(v~)< s(v~'), for 
all vi. Without loss of generality, assume that no two extreme points coincide in L. 
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Let G be a graph, H a subgraph of it and R a linear ordering Va . . . . .  v, of the vertices 
of G. An orientation H of H is induced by R when (vi, vj)EE(FI) implies i <j. 
Finally, let S be an interval representation for some interval or circle graph G, and 
H a subgraph of G. Let R be a linear ordering v 1 . . . . .  v, of the vertices of G, such that 
i <j  if and only if s(v'i) < s(v)). Then R is called a canonical ordering and the orientation 
n induced by it is a canonical orientation for S. 
2. Locally transitive orientations 
Let C, be an acyclic orientation of an undirected graph G. (7 is called locally 
transitive when the subgraph induced by the subset of vertices (v, w) is transitive, for 
all edges (v, w)eE(~).  In this case, G is called a local comparability graph. For example, 
Figs. l(b) and (c) are orientations of the graph of l(a). That of l(b)is locally transitive, 
while l(c) is not. Hence l(a) is a local comparability graph. 
The following argument leads to concluding that the problem of recognizing local 
comparability graphs is NP-complete. Let G be a Hasse diagram. Then the underlying 
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implied by transitivity, a contradiction. Clearly, {v, w} c (v, w), for each v, wE V(~;). In 
addition, if (v,w)eE(G) then {v,w} =(v ,w) ,  otherwise ~ again contains an edge 
implied by transitivity. Hence, the subgraph induced by (v, w) is transitive and G is 
a triangleless local comparability graph. Conversely, suppose G is a local comparabil- 
ity graph with no triangles, and let C, be a locally transitive orientation of it. Suppose 
contains an edge (v, w) implied by transitivity. Then I(v, w) l> 2 and G contains 
a v -w path p of length greater than 2. Since G is locally transitive, p induces 
a complete subgraph in G. Hence G contains a triangle, a contradiction. Conse- 
quently, G is a Hasse diagram. The conclusion is that the class of triangleless local 
comparability graphs coincides with that of anti-comparability graphs. The recogni- 
tion problem for the latter class is NP-complete [11]. Consequently, the same is true 
for local comparability graphs. 
The following theorem describes a necessary condition that local comparability 
graphs satisfy. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a local comparability ffraph. Then G is the difference of two 
comparability graphs. 
Proof. Since G is a local comparability graph it admits a locally transitive orientation 
G. Let C1 be the transitive closure of G and C2 = C1 - ~. Clearly, Cl is a comparability 
graph. We show that the same is true for C2. Let (v,w), (w, 2)~E(C2). Then (v,w), 
(w,z)6E(Cl). That is, G contains both v-w and w-z  paths, i.e., wE(v, z)e. Because 
C1 is transitive, it follows that (v, z)~E(Ca). If (v, z)~E(G), the fact (v, w), (w, z)¢ E(G) 
implies that the subgraph induced in G by (v, z) is not transitive, which contradicts 
being locally transitive. Therefore, (v,z)6E(C2) , that is, C2 is transitive. Since 
G = C 1 - -C2 ,  the theorem follows. [] 
3. Dimension 
In this section we discuss the dimension of a local comparability graph, a generaliz- 
ation of that a comparability graph. 
Let G be a local comparability graph, G a locally transitive orientation of it and 
the transitive closure of G. Define dim G = dim (7, and dim G to be the minimum 
dimension of any of its locally transitive orientations. 
Unlike the case of comparability graphs, the dimensions of different locally transi- 
tive orientations of the same local comparability graph are not necessarily equal. For 
example, let G1 and G2 be two orientations of the induced path P3, such that GI has 
a directed path of length 2 and G2 has not. Then dim G1 = 1 and dim G2--2. 
It is well known that the comparability graphs of dimension one are precisely the 
complete graphs, those of dimension two are the permutation graphs, while it is 
NP-complete to recognize comparability graphs of dimension 3 [17]. The theorem 
below characterizes local comparability graphs of dimension one. 
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Theorem 2. G is a local comparability graph of dimension one !f and only !f it is 
a connected proper interval graph. 
Proof. (~) :  Let G be a local comparability graph of dimension 1. Denote by 
a locally transitive orientation of G, such that dim C, = 1, Let (" be the transitive 
closure of G. Then C has a Hamilton path vl . . . . .  v,. That is, the Hasse diagram of C is 
vl . . . . .  v, and such a path is also present in G. Then G is connected. We construct an 
interval representation for G as follows. Each vie V(G) corresponds to an interval 
[v~, vj'] such that 
s(v'.)= n, siv;;)=n+ 1, 
s(v))=j and s(vj')=k+j/n, l<~j<n, 
where k is chosen so as to satisfy (vj, Vk)eE(G) and (vj, Vk+ 1) q~ E(G). Observe that the 
neighborhood of each vertex must be in consecutive positions of vl . . . . .  v,. Let us 
consider the relative positions of two intervals [v~,v['] and [vj, vj'], i<j.  Then 
s(v~)<s(v~). If s(vl)">s . . . .  tvjJ, there must be an edge (vi,vk)eE(G) such that 
(rj, vk)(~E(G), j<k.  However, Vj~(V~,Vk) and so the subgraph induced in G by 
(vi, Vk) is transitive, which implies (v~, Vk)~E(G), a contradiction. Hence, no interval 
properly contains any other one, It remains to show that [t,~, v['], [v), vj'] intersect !ff 
vi, vjeE(G). When the intervals intersect then s(v~)< s(v))< s(v~'). That is, following the 
construction of the intervals, there is an edge (v~, vk)eE(G) satisfying i<j < k. Again, 
because vie (v~, Vk ) and G is locally transitive, it follows that (v~, vj)e E (G). Conversely, 
if (Vi, Vj)e E (G) then i <j  and s(v~') >~j + i/n. Because s(v~) = i and s(vj) =j it follows that 
[v~, vi'], [vj, v~'] intersect. Then G is a proper interval graph. 
( ~): Let G be a proper connected interval graph and S an interval representation 
of it. Let Vl . . . . .  v, be a canonical ordering and G a canonical orientation for S. 
Since G is connected, (vi, vflcE(G), for some j>~i+l and i<n. That is, 
s(vl) < s(vj) < s(v~') < s(vj'). Since s(v~) < s(vi+ 1 )<~.s(vj) and s(v~') < s(v[+, )<~ s(vj') we 
conclude that [v~, vi'], [v~+ 1, vi'+ 1 ] intersect and therefore vl . . . . .  v, is a Hamilton path 
of G. We need to show that G is locally transitive. Let (v~, vfleE(G) and i < k ~ j. Then 
slv~)<s(v~)<~s(vj). Since no interval properly contains any other one, s(v))<s(v~')< 
s(v~')~s(v~'). Hence, (vi, vk)~E(G) and for j ¢ k we have (vj, vk)6E(G). Because the 
subgraph induced in G by (v~, v~) is a complete graph, the subgraph induced in G by 
(v~, v j )  is transitive. Therefore, C, is locally transitive. Further, its dimension is equal 
to one because it contains a Hamilton path. This completes the proof. 
4. Circle graphs 
In this section we discuss aspects of circle graphs, related to edge transitivity. 
The following is a necessary condition for circle graphs, in terms of locally transitive 
orientations. The proof is simple. 
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Theorem 3 (Szwarcfiter and Barroso [14]). Let G be a circle graph, S an interval 
representation of it and G the orientation of G canonical for S. Then G is locally 
transitive. 
Hence, circle graphs are local comparability graphs. 
The next theorem is another necessary condition. 
Theorem 4 (Read et al. [12]). Let G be a circle graph. Then there exists an edge disjoint 
partition (~ = Q w I of its complement G and a linear ordering R of its vertices uch that 
the orientations Q, I induced by R satisfy 
for i< j<k ,  
(A1): (vi, vj)E(7) ~ (Vi,Vk)EE(-I), 
(A2): (vi, vj)eE(Q) and (vj, vk)¢E(O.) =" (vi, vk)EE(Q). 
In addition, the complement ofa circle graph is an edge disjoint union of a permuta- 
tion graph and the complement of an interval graph [12]. 
We next show that adding restrictions to Theorem 4 yields necessary and sufficient 
conditions for circle graphs. 
Theorem 5. G is a circle graph if and only if there exists an edge disjoint partition 
G=Q w I of its complement G and a linear ordering R of its vertices such that the 
orientations G, Q and ] induced by R satisfy 
for i<j<k,  
(B1): (vi,vj)eE(-[) =~ (vi, vk)eE(]), 
(B2): (vi, vj)eE(Q) and (vj, vk)eE(Q) ~ (v,, Vk)eE(Q), 
(B3): (vi, vj)eE(CJ) and (vj, Vk)eE(Ca) ~ (vi, Vk) ¢/E(Q), 
(B4): (vl, vj)eE(CJ) and (vj, vk)EE(]) ~ (vi, vk)eE(-[), 
(B5): (vi, vj)eE(Q) and (vj, Vk)eE(CJ) ~ (vi, Vk) g/E(]). 
Proof. ( ~):  Let G be a circle graph, S an interval representation f it and vl . . . . .  v, 
a canonical ordering of its vertices. Partition the edges (vi, vj)EE(G) into subgraphs 
Q and I as follows: 
vi, vjeE(Q) iff s(vy)<s(vi'), 
vi, vy~E(l) iff s(v~')<s(vj). 
Let G, (2 and ] be the corresponding orientations of G, Q and I which are induced 
by S. Then (B1) and (B2) are true because they are (A1) and (A2) of Theorem 4. To 
show (B3), note that (vi, vj)fEE(G ) and (Vj, Vk)EE(CJ ) implies that s(vj')>s(v~') 
and s(v;,')>s(vj'). That is, s(v~)>s(v2'), i.e., (Vl, Vk)gfi E(Q). We next prove (B4). If 
(vi, vj)eE(CJ) and (v j, Vk)eE(]) then s(v~')< s(vj') and s(vj')< s(vl,). That is, s(v~')< s(vl), 
i.e., (vi, Vk)~E(i). Finally, consider implication (B5). Let (vl, vj)eE(Q) and (vj, Vk)SE(G). 
Then s(oj') < s(v~') and s(vl,) < s(v)'). Hence s(v'k) < s(v~'), meaning that (vl, Vk) q~ E(]). 
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( ~): Let G be a graph, (7=Q w I and such that there exists an ordering vl . . . . .  v, of 
its vertices for which the induced orientations G, Q and i satisfy (B1)-(B5). We prove 
that G must be a circle graph. The argument is by induction on n. If n = 1 there is 
nothing to prove. The induction hypothesis i that we can construct intervals IvY, vT], 
such that 
for i<j<n,  
(C1): (vi, tJj)EE(G) iff s(v)) < s(v~') < s(v)'), 
(C2): (vi, vj)eE(]) iff s(v~') < s(v)). 
As a consequence of {C1) and (C2) it follows: 
(C3): (vi, v~)eE(O_) iff s(v~')<s(v~'). 
Implications (B1)-(B5) all remain valid when we restrict o the induced subgraphs of 
G u G. Therefore, we can apply the induction hypothesis to G-v ,  and construct a set 
of intervals S -  v., with intervals corresponding to the vertices vl .... , v, 1 and such 
that (C1) and (C2) are satisfied. We next obtain a new set of intervals S by properly 
inserting in S -v ,  a new interval Iv'., v;'] corresponding to vertex v,, without changing 
the relative positions of the other intervals, as follows. 
(D1): Position of v'.: Insert v', as to be the leftmost possible extreme point at the 
right of v'.-1, such that no point v~', (vi,v.)eE(-i), lies at the right of v',. 
(D2): Position of v~: Insert v.' as to be the leftmost possible extreme point at the 
right of v',, such that no point v~', (v~, v,)~E(G), lies the right of v~,'. 
We prove that the graph resulting from the above construction satisfies the 
theorem. That is, we show that S satisfies: 
(El): (ui, 1)n)eE(G ) iff s(v',)<s(v~')<s(v~), 
(E2): (vi, v,)~E(7) iff s(v;')<s(v'.). 
Proof for (El). 
(~) :  Assume (vi, v.)~E(G). If s(v'.)<s(vi')<s(v',')is false, since (D2) assures 
s(v'.)<s(v~) it follows s(v~')<s(v'.) or s(v~)<s(v~'). The latter does not occur by (D2) 
and we show next that neither does the former. There are two possibilities: 
Case 1: s(v~')<s(v',_l). 
By (C2), (vi, v,_l)EE(7). Using (B1), we know that (vi, v, l )~E(i)  implies 
(vi, v,)eE(i), a contradiction. Therefore, this case cannot occur. 
Case 2: s(v~')> s(v',_l). 
By (D1), there exists v~' such that (vj, v,)~E(7) and s(v~')< s(v(i' )< s(v'.). 
Case 2.1: i <j. 
Ifs(v(i)<s(v~' ), then by (C1), (vi, vj)~E(G). In addition, (B4)implies that (vi, v,)cE(i), 
a contradiction. Otherwise, s(v))< s(v~') and by (C2) it follows (vi, vj)EE(i). Since (B 1) 
is satisfied the latter implies (v~, v.)~E(i), a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: i>j.  
By (C3) it follows that (vj, vi)~E(O_) and by (B5) we conclude that (vj, v,)~ E(]), 
a contradiction. 
Therefore Case 2 also cannot occur and the only possibility is s(v'.)< s(v;')< s(v','). 
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( *:): Conversely, assume that s(v'.) < s(v~') < s(v'.) and let us show that (vl, v.)eE (C,). 
Suppose the latter is not true. Then by (D2) we know that S contains an extreme point 
v)' such that (v~, v.)eE(G) and s(v'.) < s(vi') < s(v[) < s(v~). There are two possibilities, 
and we show that none of them can occur. This implies that (vi, v,)eE(CJ). 
Case 1: i<j. 
Then by (C1), (vl, vj)eE(~). Using (B3), we conclude that either (vi, v.)eE(C,) or 
(vl, v.)sE(i). None of these alternatives can occur, the former because of the initial 
assumption and the latter by (D1). 
Case 2: i>j. 
Then by (C3), (vi, vi)eE(Q). Since (v~,v.)eE(G) and using (B2) it follows that 
(vi, v.)q~ E(Q). However, by the construction (D1) we know that (vl, v.)q~ E(i). There- 
fore, the only possibility is (v~, v.)eE(G), contrary the assumption. 
This completes the proof for (El). [] 
Proof for (E2). 
(=*-): Assume (vi, v.)~E(7). Then by (D1), s(v~')<s(v'.). 
( ¢=): Suppose s(v~')<s(v'.) and let us show that (vl, v.)~E(i). Assume the proposi- 
tion to be false and (vi, v,) ¢ E(]). Then by (D1) there exists an extreme point v)' such 
that (v j, v.)~E(i) and s(v~')<s(v)')<s(v'.). We discuss the following possibilities. 
Case 1: i<j. 
If s(v))<s(v~') then (vi,vg)~E(G) by (C1), and using (B4) we conclude that 
(vi, v,)~E(i), a contradiction. Therefore, s(v))> s(vi'). In the latter case, (vl, vj)eE(]), by 
(C2). Using (B1) it follows that (vi, v,)EE(i), a contradiction. 
Case 2: i>j. 
Then by (C3), (v j, vl)EE(O_). If (vi, v.)eE(O_) then by (B2) it follows that (vg, v,)~E(O~), 
a contradiction. Therefore, (vi, v.)~E(G). In the latter case, condition (B5) implies that 
(v i, v,) ¢ E(I), also a contradiction. 
Therefore, Case 2 does not occur. 
The only possibility is (vi, v.)eE(7), which completes the proof for (E2). 
Hence, the induction hypothesis remains true for graphs with n vertices. In 
particular, (C1) implies that G is a circle graph. We then have proved Theorem 5. [] 
5. Questions 
The following open questions are related to the present work. 
(1) The intersection and overlap graphs of the intervals of a line are the interval and 
circle graphs, respectively. The intersection graphs of the intervals taken on a tree are 
the path graphs. Which are the overlap graphs of the intervals of a tree? 
(2) The graphs which admit a transitive orientation having a rooted tree as its 
Hasse diagram are those not containing an induced P4 nor C4 [1]. Which are the 
graphs having a locally transitive orientation whose Hasse diagram is a rooted tree? 
Such class is precisely that of the clique graphs of RDV path graphs. 
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(3) Local comparabi l i ty  graphs of d imens ion  1 are the proper interval graphs. 
Which  are the local comparab i l i ty  graphs of d imens ion  2? 
(4) G iven a locally transit ive or ientat ion C,, is there an efficient method for f inding 
the max imum independent  set of G? Also, for f inding the number  of maximal  
independent  sets? 
(5) Which are the graphs having an acyclic or ientat ion such that the distance from 
each vertex to any of its descendants i  at most  2? This class conta ins  complements  of 
circle graphs [-12], comparab i l i ty  and 3-chromat ic  graphs. On  the other hand,  graphs 
with girth g and chromat ic  number  c satisfying g>c>4 are not in the class. In 
part icular,  which is the smallest graph not  admit t ing  the or ientat ion? 
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